Let K be a fixed local field with the ring of integers G. .G/j = GF(q)
where J is the (unique) maximal ideal in G and q is a prime power. Let p be a generator of 9, |p| = q~l. For k £ Z, let 9~k = \x £ K: \x\ < qk\, (G = J ). J~=y + f~ ate spheres. The Haar measure on K has been normalized so that |0| = f dx = 1 and |iP~fe| = qk for all k.
Let 77 be a (multiplicative) unitary character on K such that it is homogenous of degree 0 and is ramified of degree h > 1 (i.e., 77(p x) = rr(x) for all k £ Z and 77 is constant on ./ , but not on J ,~ ). 77 is, thus, constant oncosets of ?"* + * in <f-m\f-m^l = \x e K: \x\ = qm\ and Jj, ,myr(x)dx = 0 for all 77Z eZ. Denote Q(x) = cjt(tt(x)/\x\) where c = 1/1X77 [l] for details,) It is easy to see that R^ *0 = Q[l -^>_,n + h_1yi-Let Q = R *Q and QN = Q $ " for N y n + h. We note that QN *f(x, k) =22
For a distribution f on K (i.e., /(x, ze) = (/?, */)(x), a regular function The set UT--00 ?ki£ + ^' wr>ere e + 9 is a coset of 9 in {|x| = 1}, is said to be a "cone". 
